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WEEKEND PLANNER

Thanksgiving feasts, a crafts bazaar and more for the
weekend
Our picks for this weekend, from all-pumpkin feast menus to new shows about agency and

lived histories

Detail from ‘Hostile Witness: Arcadia/ Nagpada/ Mumbai/ Bombay’. (Courtesy Shrine Empire/The Artist)

By Team Lounge
LAST PUBLISHED  26.11.2021  |  09:30 AM IST

LIVED HISTORIES: Baaraan Ijlal is presenting her latest work at Bikaner House at her show Hostile

Witness. Presented by Shrine Empire and curated by Salima Hashmi, the show is informed by a list of

fragile architectural structures that are not officially listed as monuments but are imbued with lived histories.

At Bikaner House, Delhi, till 5 December

Also read: Laila Aur Satt Geet: A lyrical and political fable 

 

American-style roast turkey at Bastian.

A THANKSGIVING FEAST: Bastian has a special menu to commemorate this season of gratitude and

togetherness. Inspired by a traditional American Thanksgiving, the selection features a traditional roast

turkey with gravy and accompaniments such as pork crackling, mashed potatoes, roasted Brussels sprouts

and cranberry jam. You can end the meal on a sweet note with desserts such as mini apple and pumpkin

pies. At Bastian, Bandra and Worli, Mumbai, till 28 November, noon-4pm and 7pm-midnight
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